ALPHA WHITE™
Pet Shampoo
Deep Cleaning, Conditioning, Whitening & Stain Removing
ALPHA WHITE™ deep cleaning conditioning shampoo is the perfect choice for
deep, thorough, yet gentle cleaning of animals with white coats or markings.
Removes stains and yellowing. Deodorizes. Leaves hair lustrous and shiny.
Extreme concentration creates great value! Long-lasting results leave animals
looking, feeling and smelling great long after ALPHA WHITE™ is used.
Humectant and emollient rich formula enriches the animal's hair and skin. May be
used regularly for beautiful, show ring results. Great for dogs, cats, puppies,
kittens and other companion and farm animals. Concentrated 32 to 1.

AROMATIC™
Pet Shampoo
Deodorizing with Oils of Citronella, Pennyroyal and Cedar-Pesticide Free
ORGANIC OPTIONS™ AROMATIC™ is organic and pesticide free. An excellent
shampoo for summer skin problems. Contains a safe and powerful blend of
botanicals, including Citronella, Pennyroyal, Eucalyptus and Cedar-wood oils.
Unique fragrance eliminates odors, even skunk odors, naturally! For use on dogs
and cats. Concentrated 6 to 1.

DESERT ALMOND™
Pet Shampoo
Vitamin Enriched and Conditioning
DESERT ALMOND™ professional shampoo is the perfect choice for thorough, gentle
cleaning. Rinses easily and leaves hair soft and lustrous. Special deodorizers remove
odors, leaving the coat with the fresh scent of almonds! DESERT ALMOND™ is specially
pH balanced for pets and is fortified with Panthenol, Aloe, and Vitamins A, D, E. Great for
dogs, cats, puppies, kittens, and all companion and farm animals. Concentrated 15 to 1.

DYNAMIC DUO®
Pet Shampoo
Complete Shampoo and Moisturizing Conditioner in One
DYNAMIC DUO® combines a rich shampoo with a super conditioner to cut bathing time
in half! No need to follow with a separate conditioner or rinse. Luxurious formula is
fortified with Panthenol, Aloe and Vitamin E. Lathers well and rinses easily, leaving hair
easy to comb out, with spectacular shine. Mild and specially pH balanced for pets. Rich
formula is gentle and may be used regularly for show ring results. Great for

groomer’s/bather’s hands. For use on dogs, cats, puppies, kittens and all companion and
farm animals. Concentrated 15 to 1.

EMERALD BLACK®
Pet Shampoo
For Black or Dark Coats – Deep Cleaning, Conditioning
EMERALD BLACK® Professional shampoo cleans, conditions and enriches the color of
black or dark coats. Helps eliminate red tones, brassiness and sun fading. Deodorizes
and leaves hair lustrous and shiny. Extreme concentration creates great value. Longlasting results leave animals looking, feeling and smelling great long after EMERALD
BLACK® is used. Humectant and emollient rich formula is easy on your hands and
enriches the animal’s skin. May be used regularly for beautiful, show ring results. Great
for dogs, cats, horses, cattle, llamas and all companion and farm animals. Concentrated
32 to 1.

EUCA-LEUCA-LIME™
Pet Shampoo
With Oils of Eucalyptus, Melaleuca and D’Limonene
ORGANIC OPTIONS™ EUCA-LEUCA-LIME™ is the perfect natural shampoo to ease
summer problems and to help heal skin. This special formulation contains Eucalyptus and
D’Limonene for pesticide-free effectiveness, and Melaleuca Alternifolia (Tea Tree Oil) to
soothe irritated, bitten skin. Super fresh citrus scent. For use on dogs, cats and all other
companion animals. Concentrated 6 to 1.

FURST AID™
Dog Shampoo
Medicated, Jojoba Enriched Tar and Sulfur Shampoo for Dogs
FURST AID™ professional, medicated shampoo soothes and helps heal irritated skin.
This unique formula incorporates the long trusted blend of refined Coal Tar, Salicylic Acid,
and Sulfur with the natural healing properties of Jojoba Oil and Aloe. For use on dogs
only. Concentrated 6 to 1.

GRIMEINATOR®
Pet Shampoo
Versatile, Deep Cleaning and Conditioning
GRIMEINATOR® is an extraordinarily versatile shampoo that achieves "best in show
results" on your finest dogs, yet deeply cleans the dirtiest, smelliest animals gently and
thoroughly. The humectant and emollient-rich formula softens skin, conditions hair, and

allows for everyday use. Leaves coats manageable and lustrous. Great for dogs, cats,
puppies, kittens and other companion and farm animals. Concentrated 32 to 1.

HYPO+PLUS™
Pet Shampoo
Hypoallergenic, Tearless Shampoo for Pets
HYPO+PLUS™ professional, hypoallergenic shampoo is tearless and gentle, plus super
rich and luxurious! Deep cleans all coat types and is especially great for kittens, puppies
or those with sensitive skin. HYPO+PLUS™ is fragrance free, all natural, and pH
balanced for animals. Special formula leaves the coat feeling clean and fresh over a
longer period than most other shampoos. Natural, tearless formula is great for dogs,
puppies, cats, kittens, and all companion and farm animals. Concentrated 15 to 1.

KERI-COT™
Coat Conditioner for Pets
Ultra-Rich with Keratin and Apricot Extracts
KERI-COT™ combines Keratin and Apricot in this rich moisturizing conditioner with a
fresh Apricot scent! KERI-COT™ restores life to damaged hair and prevents breakage.
Enriched with vitamins, amino acids and Aloe. Great for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens and
all companion and farm animals.

MIDNIGHT WHITE™
Pet Shampoo
Coat Whitening and Color Brightening
MIDNIGHT WHITE™ professional shampoo cleans, conditions and brightens white coats
and enhances colored coats. Removes stains and odors. Leaves hair lustrous and
healthy with a fresh clean scent! pH balanced especially for animals. The unique formula
of MIDNIGHT WHITE™ with Aloe, Panthenol and Vitamin E gently cleans, while
maintaining the natural moisture balance in both skin and hair. Great for dogs, cats,
puppies, kittens and all companion and farm animals. Concentrated 15 to 1.

MOISTURE MAGIC™
Coat and Skin Conditioner for Pets
Moisture Rich with Aloe, Comfrey, Panthenol & Balsam
MOISTURE MAGIC™ professional conditioner restores life to dry, dull or damaged coats.
Untangles and leaves hair soft and lustrous. Conditions brittle and frizzy hair with natural
properties of Aloe, Comfrey, Panthenol and Balsam. Special pH balanced for pets.
MOISTURE MAGIC™ helps maintain the vital moisture balance needed for healthy hair

and skin. Great for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens and all companion and farm animals. May
be diluted up to 4 to 1.

OATMELLA™
Pet Shampoo
Therapeutic with Oatmeal, Melaleuca and Aloe
OATMELLA™ Professional Shampoo com- bines the traditional healing properties of
Oatmeal, Melaleuca (tea tree oil) and Aloe in a rich, therapeutic shampoo for a natural
skin-soothing treatment. OATMELLA™ helps calm itchy skin and exfoliate dry flaky skin
cells. The unique formula helps to eliminate odors often associated with skin irritations.
For use on dogs, cats and other animals. Concentrated 8 to 1.

PEARLight™
Pet Shampoo
Luxurious, Highlighting, Conditioning Pet Shampoo
PEARLight™ is a deep cleaning, conditioning, highlighting shampoo. This innovative
formula is perfect for animals of any color and most types of hair or fur. Leaves hair soft,
shiny, and manageable, without depleting body. Great for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens and
all companion and farm animals. Concentrated 15 to 1.

REFURBISH™
The Ultimate Conditioner/Crème Rinse for Long-Haired or Thick-Coated Pets
REFURBISH™ is the ultimate conditioner for long-haired and thick-coated animals!
Loosens tangles to make comb-out easier. Helps loosen undercoat during shedding
periods. Leaves hair silky and shiny. Enriched with Panthenol, Aloe and vitamins A, D,
and E. For use on dogs, cats, horses and all other companion and farm animals.
Concentrated 32 to 1.

THE SOLUTION FOR DETANGLING AND CONDITIONING™
Detangler/Conditioner for Pets
Luxurious Concentrated Professional Formulation
THE SOLUTION FOR DETANGLING AND CONDITIONING™ is an extraordinarily
versatile product which will help detangle the most difficult mats and/or condition a wide
range of coat types. Extreme concentration creates great value. May be highly diluted for
leave-in detangling spray or used straight to help loosen tough mats. Humectant and
emollient rich formula is gentle and may be used regularly for beautiful show ring results.
Great for groomer’s/bather’s hands. Excellent for use on dogs, cats, horses, rabbits,
llamas and all companion and farm animals.

TANGLES AWAY™
Coat Detangling and Conditioning Spray
TANGLES AWAY™ professional detangling spray is the ultimate detangler for animals.
Moisture-rich formula makes comb-out easier for animals and you. TANGLES AWAY™
reduces frizz and leaves hair soft, shiny and manageable. Specially pH balanced for
animals. Great for use on dogs, cats, puppies, kittens, llamas, horses and all farm and
companion animals.

ULTIMATE®
Pet Shampoo
Premier, Deep Cleaning and Conditioning
ULTIMATE® is the perfect shampoo for the widest range of coat types. ULTIMATE®
achieves “best in show” results on the finest animals with excellent luminizing and
volumizing effects. This exceptional shampoo also deeply cleans very dirty and smelly
animals and removes stains with gentle thoroughness. The emollient and humectant rich
formula is great for everyday use. Conditions coat, softens skin and leaves coat luminous
and manageable. Great for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens, horses, cattle and other
companion animals. Extreme concentration of 50 to 1 creates ULTIMATE® value.

UNLEASHED®
Pet Cologne
Super Fresh Spray Cologne For The Free-Spirited Dog
UNLEASHED® is a unique special spray cologne to add extra freshness after bathing or
between baths. Super clean, long-lasting scent! Unleash the freshness of a cleansmelling coat!

